
33 Multi Zone Security 
 Walk-Through Metal Detector - PC15000

Accuracy due to advanced DSP technology
 Model PC15000 is equipped with advanced 

   DSP chip to eliminate noise caused by various 
   interference frequencies around the equipment.

 Built-in self-diagnosis programming checks the 
   normal operation of the device by itself and

   informs  you of the information 
and the corrective action.

 Provide various optional interface ports

Accurate Hidden Location Representation 
of 33 Zones

 The �ne division of 33 zones expresses the
   position of hidden metal objects accurately left

   and right,  so you can search more quickly.

Model PC15000 provides mutual interface ports
  for other devices that require connection to use

  the device. For example, it can be used in
  connection with automatic door, Speed Gate, 

  CCTV and DVR.

There are 2300 Frequency setting: 
It can be adjusted on the control touchpad 

to reduce the noise from other walkthrough 
metal detectors or other environmental 

noise sources.

Double Detection
Select by metal type
Excellent self-diagnosis programming
Easy installation transport and storage
Easy to operate User Interface

Compact packaging is convenient for transportation   
cost saving and storage, and is designed for easy    
installation and use within 10 minutes.
All actions can be opened with the simple operation  
through the LCD which displays detailed information.

 Equipped with transmitting and receiving 
  antennas  on both gates of the device, there is 
  no degradation of transmitting and receiving   
  sensitivity, and it can bring the e�ect of double 
  searching.

 There is tra�c �ow lights on the entrance 
side panel LED bar. “Wait” (red) and “Proceed” 
(green) with international symbols.

 All security settings are secured with a key lock 
and level of user access and the touchpad 
is easy to operate without the plastic cover.

Frequency Spectrum Analysis Programming 
allows searching by type according to metal 
material. Through this, it can be used according
to the place  and situation such as airport,  
company, school, performance hall, prison.
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33 multi zone Metal Detection
There are up to 100 sensitivity levels that could be adjusted from 0 to 99 
Superb Discrimination
Excellent Target Selection
Low False Alarm Rate
Uniform Detection within The Entire Archway
Bi-directional System
Can detect metallic, ferromagnetic objects such as guns, ri�es, phone, 
knives, homemade sharp weapons, and explosives containing 
iron fragments, even small ferromagnetic metals (such as paper clips, 
paper pins, razor blades, stamp knives, needle, etc.)
Can allow up to 60 people per minute to pass through in both directions
Rugged, impact resistant design
IP55 protection standard

 Temperature: -20°C ~ +55°C 
 Humidity: 0-95%, Non-Condensing 

 Meets and exceeds NILECJ standard 0600.00 level 1-5 and 
F.A.A. Airport Security Regulation

Feature

Performance Standards 

Environmental Condition 

 90~259 VAC, Non-Adjustable 
 50-60 Hz +/- 5 

Power Supply 

 Overall Loop Housing: 
 2200H x 1000W x 550D (mm) 
 Passage Clearance : 2000H x 750W (mm) 
 Weight : 60kg

Standard Con�guration

 Packing: Export Carton Box 
 Dimension: 2300H x 1200W x 950D (mm) 
 Weight: 75kg

Export Packing Information


